WAVEGRIP IS
COMMITTED TO
DOING WHAT’S
BEST FOR OUR
PLANET.

WAVEGRIP IS…
DELIVERING
SUSTAINABILITY
At WaveGrip, sustainability shapes each and
every part of our business.
By minimizing the use of materials, waste
and energy consumption, together with the
development of the latest innovative films, we
produce multi-packing solutions that improve our
customers’ environmental impact.

WAVEGRIP IS…
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT
INNOVATION

WAVEGRIP IS…
LIGHTWEIGHT

Our sustainability innovation centers combine our
scientific and engineering expertise to further
enhance our product development process. At
WaveGrip, we prioritize projects which improve the
environmental credentials of multi-packing.

At less than 4g per six-pack carrier, WaveGrip is
the lightest and most sustainable multi-packing
solution — weighing 10% less than standard sixpack rings, 6x less than rigid plastic handles, and
25x less than traditional cardboard carriers.

Our product developments focus on

Lightweight multi-packaging uses less

INNOVATIVE
MATERIALS

ADVANCED
LIGHT-WEIGHTING

MORE RECYCLED
MATERIAL CONTENT

RAW
MATERIALS

ENERGY TO
CREATE

FUEL TO
TRANSPORT

ENERGY TO
RECYCLE

WAVEGRIP IS…
RECYCLABLE

WAVEGRIP IS…
ZERO TO LANDFILL

WaveGrip is 100% recyclable where #4 LDPE or
mixed plastics are collected.

Our zero to landfill processes ensure that nothing
is wasted. All excess product is simply turned into
even more WaveGrip carriers.

As part of RPC bpi group, we recycle 85,000
metric tons of post-consumer polythene waste
annually into second life products thus preventing
them from ending up in landfills. The equivalent of
recycling all the plastic waste from over 700,000
US citizens!

WAVEGRIP IS…
PHOTODEGRADABLE

WAVEGRIP IS…
YOUR SUSTAINABLE
MULTI-PACKING SOLUTION
To find out more about why WaveGrip is the
most environmentally sustainable multi-packing
solution visit www.wavegrip.com/sustainability

Senseless littering occurs despite our best
intentions and therefore WaveGrip is 100%
photodegradable ensuring they naturally
disintegrate on exposure to sunshine within
a few weeks.

DISPELLING SIX-PACK MYTHS

ACCORDING TO THE US
OCEAN CONSERVANCY, OUT
OF OVER 11 MILLION WASTE
ITEMS COLLECTED <0.15%
WERE SIX-PACK RINGS.

